
STRATEGY FOR week commencing 13 January  

Geo political events since early January highlight the tempestuous nature of how markets can 

suddenly without warning be affected by unexpected circumstances. Always Be Closing is 

marketing rhetoric designed to confirm a potential deal. In trading parlance one should                          

Always be Prepared for the unexpected. A return to history on Sept 11 2001 suggests that Black 

Swan events are always something that can arise at any time. So expect the unexpected a useful 

rationale to be adopted for 2020.  

Despite the unpredictability of political and military outcomes on recent uncertainties, trade 

ideas can also be established on current dilemmas. Defence stocks rose robustly last week as 

geo political confrontations erupted. Despite recent historical events, global markets continue 

to defy logic as the Dow enters the 29,000 territory albeit only briefly. It has been suggested 

by commentators that the S&P 500 is now more overvalued than ever. Stocks are overvalued 

according to the popular measure of price-to-earnings (P/E) which compares the price of one 

share of stock to one year of per share earnings relative to recent history. So be warned CLICK 

HERE – Overvalued S&P 500!  

In the UK the FTSE100 seems to have returned to its seasonal pattern as January so far brings 

a touch of reality as goodbye to Santa with the sleigh being parked up for another year. 

Performance wise the FTSE 100 often underperforms the S&P500 in January. Seasonally the 

second week of January is the weakest week for the market in the whole year. Around the 

middle of the third week, the market has tended to rebound sharply. For the optimist a melt up, 

for the pessimist a melt-down. It is important to note that the a so called melt up is considered 

by market pundits as the end phase of an asset bubble and is usually, but not always, followed 

by a significant downturn in stock values.  

Predictions is always the stuff of mystic charlatans, but the fact is that this is a presidential 

election year, and historically, that means that the Fed will do nothing with interest rates this 

year. But hey wait one could say. A change in political fortunes and an upset with Presidential 

Democratic candidate Elizabeth Warren as a disruptor could well upstage the incumbent 

President Trump. US theatre of impeachment provides distraction from the current 

geographical instability.   

In the UK the Commons voted in favour of the Withdrawal Agreement Bill and it will now 

pass to the House of Lords for further scrutiny this week. UKs media distraction on its on 

royalty impeachment equivalent ensures that unreported news goes undetected with the demise 

of Retail stores Debenhams and Mothercare.  Britain’s financial markets watchdog reviewing 

the effectiveness of so called host authorized corporate directors (ACDs) after the collapse of 

British money manager Neil Woodford’s £3 billion equity income fund. CLICK HERE. Not 

forgetting of course the bundles and bundles of dividends [£millions] received! Oils up 25% 

over the last 3 months part on geo political tensions. Gold is up $200 in a month and half as 

well with indicative real interest rates going lower and a weak US$.  

The portfolio has not started well in 2020 as contributory geopolitical events seeing the 

portfolio decline by -3.84%. Goldman Sacs and Investec put the boot in on Spirent with 

downgrades ensuring that Spirent the once infallible share declining  -17% week on week. Ta 

very much. Crowd herd mentality saw significant selling, but I remain resolute that good 

earnings reports on 28 Feb will see egg on their faces at Goldman!  Augean was also a decliner 

with a -6% decline. On the positive side Enphase Energy saw a return to favour with a +4% 

increase as SDI group +6% and UK housing Stocks Bellway and Redrow helping to offset the 

year to date decline of Spirent. This week first phase 1 agreement between the US and China 

might spur markets to return to positivity. I continue to wait for MKS instruments to hit 

$117/$118 on this news but may have to wait a little bit longer. Until next time. 
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